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Comment From Addressed

recreation

Thanks so much for taking the time to read and respond to my email. My 
understanding is that the town plan is meant to communicate the interest and 
priorities of the town’s residents so I just want to be sure that the interest of us 
motorists are included. Since most of that group often chooses not to get involved 
in town affairs it would be really easy to overlook them/us entirely. I pretty much 
have all motor sports in mind to be included. Snowmobiling is the most accepted 
and most organized and I would definitely seek inclusion for that. There’s also a 
whole host of other, less organized and often less accepted motor activities which 
includes ATVs, side by sides, dirt bikes and off road trucks (mud trucks.) With those 
there is kind of a hierarchy of what’s typically more accepted with ATV and side by 
sides having a more organized and accepted status (because of formal clubs) and 
dirt bikes and mud trucks at the bottom. I think it’s really important for everyone on 
the board and off the board to consider that ALL of these activities have been 
ongoing in Woodbury for generations and are really important to many residents, 
whether or not those residents are very vocal about it. I am hoping that can be 
represented somehow in the town plan since this plan will be laying groundwork 
for the future of our town.

Lizzy Higgins, 
via email

junkyards
Woodbury already has rules on junkyards but the town chooses not to enforce 
them, so the issue isn’t about having rules, its about enforcing them

Comments from the 8/28 meeting
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recreation
to create a town beach it's important to make sure its not isolated as it could invite 
undersible behavior/activities, and would ned to be a highly viable location. The 
town has swimmng rights at Memorial Hall, Number 10 Pond in Calais

public 
participation

The public input doesn’t include a fair representation off all residents. Suggestion 
for a town wide mailing informaing people about the project

public 
participation

Wasn't aware of the project, as not on Front Porch Forum, and didn’t recive any 
notice of the project until someone sent nptice of the 8/28 meeting

adoption process The plan should be approved by public vote

purpose of the 
plan

concern that the plan will limit what people can do with their property

impact of the plan doesn't want things to change in Woodbury

public 
participation

recognition that individuals also have a responsibility to make themsleves aware of 
municipal activities

public 
participation

appreciated the posting of hard copy minutes at the post office

Natural Setting
town shouldn't be more restrictive or enforce state shoreland protection act 
requirements, the state already does this and the town shouldn't be involoved. 
Cornern about additional restrictions for shoreland property. 

implimentation
would like to see an action/recommendation to manage noise, like a noise 
ordinance, as police doesn’t respond/enforce

Future Land Use
lake shore neighborhood district clarification and includion of considerations for 
conversion of homes and acknowledgement that these areas are different and 
unique and should be recognized as such

implimentation
concerned zoning-related recommendations as current zoning isn’t enforced and 
this is a critical aspect of having the rules
can send written comments to town office P.O. Box 10. 
suggestion to submit comments and reference document line #'s
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Natural Setting
lines 262-279 re fragmentation of forest land: would make it more Woodbury (?) 
specific change in parcel size

Natural Setting

lines 312 re Rare, Threatened & Endangered species: they should be listed. The 
sentence "Their exact locations are not specifically mapped as a method of 
prptections" Does that mean they are not mapped on purpose because it is 
thought that doing so would exponse them to human mischielf? If so then why call 
out the locaiton of the petroglyphs (line 548-552) 

recreation Woodbury Hardwich rail trail in the town forest: it isn’t mentioned

West Woodbury? Need to address it in the p lan by involoving the resodents

from Sept 1 Zoom meeting
inquiry about the status of the school, inquiry about the quarry designation from 
one of the natural resource maps
closure of the schools would be subject to a vote of the entire electorate

The PC welcomes more diverse membership on the PC, there are 3 open positons
Stephen said he'll send some cmments with lines cited 

Sense of 
Community

Laura Massell joined late, and would like a copy of the recording. Would like to 
express support of, and support library efforts. Wanted to recognize the library as a 
hub, especially in light of the store closing. lmassell@uvm.edu 

written 
comments 
from 8/28 
meeting,Evelyn 
Bailay 
evelyn.bailey@comca
st.net
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